Paint it
Black?

Age

Topic

3-11

COLOUR

20 MIN

Skills used

MAKING

OBSERVATION, CURIOSITY

Overview for adults
We use our eyes every day to see the world around us. But can we trust them? In
this
activity, seeing is believing as you observe black become… colourful.
You’ll need to get hold of some coffee filter papers and some felt tip pens. All
available cheaply online or you might have some lying around the house.

What’s the
science?

Black ink is never truly black. That’s because black isn’t
actually a colour, it’s a shade. Black is what we see when our
eyes don’t receive any light. That’s why it’s black when the
lights are off. If something looks black, like this text – it
means no light is bouncing off it.
To make black ink, scientists use lots of colours mixed
together to make the ink as dark as possible. But in this
experiment, water is used to separate the colours from each
other. What colours make up your ink?

Science in
your world

A British company has just produced the blackest black in
the world. It absorbs all but 0.035% of visible light (that’s all
the colours in a rainbow). It is so completely dark that the
human eye can’t understand what it’s looking at. It just looks
like an empty hole.
What’s the point of that? Painted on cameras, telescopes
and satellites it makes them better able to pick up light to
take

Museum
Links

The science behind different colours can be explored inside
the Colour Room in Wonderlab at the National Museum of
Science and Media in Bradford.
How many different ‘Black’ objects can you spot within the
Museum – are they all the same?

Did you
Know?

Black Holes are probably the most ‘black’ objects in the
entire universe because light can’t escape their immense

Follow these steps...
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Fold the coffee filter to form a triangle shape. Use tape to hold it in
place if it helps.

Draw a small circle about 3 cms
above the point of your triangle.
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Put a little bit of water in your cup.
Enough to just reach the very tip of your
triangle.
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4
Place your triangle in the cup so that just
the tip is touching the water. Don’t let your
circle touch the water itself.

Keep testing!
Try different pens or different paper.
What about using milk instead?
Does it work if you get the water
directly on the ink?

Watch what happens to the circle as the
filter absorbs the water.

What other changes could you
make?

Science in your world
Black Holes are probably the most ‘black’ objects in
the entire universe because light can’t escape their
immense gravity. We see them only because of the
debris whirling around them called the accretion
disc.

